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This Webinar Series
1. Agile Management: What and Why
This webinar provides insights to any manager
who is either managing Agile software teams,
desires to have a more agile organization, or
both.
2. Agile Management Best Practices
This webinar drills a bit deeper into the principles introduced in webinar 1.
This webinar introduces specific techniques that, when applied, enable
organization agility.
3. The Agile Management Solution
The third webinar discusses how one builds a roadmap for based on your
organization’s attributes. These include your mix of work, your goals, size
of your organization, and quality and availability of relevant data.

What is agility?
•

‘Agility’ is the ability to quickly react
to change
•
•

In your environment
In your position, status

• Being agile requires the ability
to
• Detect the changes
• Change direction quickly
• Innovate when needed

• Agile is the opposite of stable.

Agile

Agile

• Jet fighters are agile, but unstable
• Commercial airlines are stable,
but not agile
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Today we will discuss two key
Agile Management practices:
• Alignment through goal setting and measurement
• Goal Question Metric intro

• Setting measures for to enable agility

Metrics are essential for agility
When choosing measures
consider whether

• The measures let you
know how whether you
are achieving the goals?
• You have a way to
respond to the measures?
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Agility requires tighter, not looser sense and respond loops

The Goal Question Metric (GQM)
concept
Is a design method for analytics solutions
• Like noun-verb analysis in SW design
• Goes from users requirement/stories to technical spec
• Based on three core concepts: For an organization to
measure in a purposeful way it must:
1.
Specify the goals for itself and its projects
2.
Trace the goals to the data that are required to
track and confirm goal attainment
3.
Use the measures in in the sense and response
loops
•

• Evolved over decades
• Victor Basili and others developed in late 1980s and 1990s (see
ftp://ftp.cs.umd.edu/pub/sel/papers/gqm.pdf)
• Developed in software development domain and so is directly applicable (unlike
some other measurement frameworks, such as 6-sigma)
• continues to evolve and be refined (see recent 2010
http://www.cs.umd.edu/~basili/publications/journals/J116.pdf )
• Tied to organization strategy method
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Different levels, different
goals
Line of business executive

Commits to

Profit, return on
investment

Senior manager

Commits to

Efficiency, value delivery

Project manager,
team lead

Commits to

Project, product delivery

Staff member

Commits to

Work item, artifact
completion
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• For each level to meet its
goal, the leader is
dependent on the lower
level.
• So, the leader seeks
commitments from that
layer. Meeting those
commitments becomes the
goal of the next layer.
• Hence the analytics serve to
integrate the organization
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Analytics essential for aligning goals

• For each level to meet its
goal, the leader is
dependent on the lower
level.
• So, the leader seeks
Commitments flow down ↓
commitments from that
layer. Meeting
those flow up ↑
Analytics
commitments becomes the
goal of the next layer.
• Hence the analytics serve to
integrate the organization
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Analytics essential for aligning goals

Novelty entails uncertainty and
Risk:

•
•

During something new usually implies incomplete information
To make precise predictions requires complete information

“Risk is the uncertainty in quantities that matter to the business”

Two key process dimensions
for Agile Management
Need to react to changes in flow

Custom

Product
Variation
Repeated

New Systems

IT Change
Requests
Airline checkins
Manufacturing
StockTrading
Trades
Stock
Small changes

Sky Scrapers
New Features

Tractbuilding
home
Home
building
System Design in
place

Uncertainty

Need to react to learning:
new information

New system

Two key process dimensions
for Agile Management
Need to react to changes in flow

Custom

Product
Variation

Project
Factory

Repeated

Small changes

System Design in
place

Uncertainty

Need to react to learning:
new information

New system

Two key goal sets
Need to react to changes in flow

Custom

Product
Variation

Timeliness
Productivity

Likelihood of meeting iron
triangle (time, cost, quality)
goals

Repeated

Small changes

System Design in
place

Uncertainty

Need to react to learning:
new information

New system

The two key considerations to picking measures:
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• Mixtures of work efforts

• Level of the organization
Line of business executive

Commits to

Profit, return on
investment

Senior manager

Commits to

Efficiency, value delivery

Project manager, team lead

Commits to

Project, product delivery

Staff member

Commits to

Work item, artifact
completion

Two key goal sets
Need to react to changes in flow

Custom

Product
Variation

Timeliness
Productivity

Repeated

Small changes

System Design in
place

Uncertainty

Need to react to learning:
new information

New system

Example: Cycle time of L3
response
1. Identify a set of corporate, division and project business goals
and associated measurement goals: Improve L3 performance
(aka cycle time) by 10%
2. Specify a high-level lifecycle model of the process and/or key
artifacts identified in the goal
Identify
Issue

Address the
issue

Ticket in queue

Release

2. Engineer/developer pulls the ticket out of the
queue and begins work. There may be several
engineers working on different tickets in
parallel.
3. Engineer/developer “finishes” the work.
4. Update released and made available to
stakeholders. Timer stops here.
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Example: Cycle time of L3
response (cont.)
3. If necessary, ate qualitative goal to one or more quantitative goals
Restated goal to reduce end-to-end of APAR lifecycle time year-to-year
4. Generate questions, based on lifecycle model
• How long does it take for an APAR to move through the lifecycle?
• Over a given period, how many arrive?
• Over a given period, how many are closed?
• What is size, age of the backlog?
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Example: Cycle time of L3
response
5.Study the data to specify the data set and statistics needed to be
collected to answer those questions and track process and product
conformance to the goals.
– Timeliness is measured by time to complete first 80% of problem tickets
is a given period (width of the head)
Histogram of lifecycle
time of tickets proves to
be a poor match to
standard distributions

Head

Width of head, time to
complete first 80% of
problem tickets
By focusing on the head
you can improve in a
practical manner the
effectiveness of your L3
activities

Tail
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Measured Cycle times
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Blue Team
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Blue team cycle
time 80% point is
about 99 days

For some reason,
the severity 3’s
has the best cycle
time.

Red Team
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Red team cycle
time 80% point is
about 107 days

For some reason,
the severity 3’s
has the best cycle
time.

Insights and Actions

• Insights

• Actions
• With team investigate reason for backlog size
• Discovered the governance process (decision to
update statuses) is overly cumbersome leaving
staff free to work elsewhere
• In response, the governance process was:
•
•

Streamlined (an approval eliminated)
Automated (less time spent finding e-mails)

• Work with teams to set and track cycle time
80% goal by priority
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• Both teams performing comparably: Not
obvious skills issue
• Backlogs too large
• The teams seem to be focusing on the easier,
not the most critical
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This is what improvement looks
like

Two key goal sets
Need to react to changes in flow

Custom

Likelihood of meeting iron
triangle (time, cost, quality)
goals

Product
Variation
Repeated

Small changes

System Design in
place

Uncertainty

Need to react to learning:
new information

New system

Time to complete is uncertain
• Time to complete is described as a probability
distribution.
• The likelihood of meeting the goal is the fraction of the
area within the before the target date.

The tool that provides these distribution is called BAP
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Bap Input is easily specified
Story Points
Story

Low
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Expected
3
21
1
3
13
1
2
2
3
21
1
3
2

Low
200

High Included
5
8
Y
33
54
Y
2
3
Y
5
8
Y
21
34
Y
2
3
Y
3
5
Y
3
5
Y
5
8
Y
33
54
Y
2
3
Y
5
8
Y
3
5
Y

Weekly Velocity
Expected
240

BAP release plan inputs include:
• 3 –value story points inputs
• Variant of planning
poker
• Velocity ranges
• Target duration

High

Target Weeks
270
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BAP output is the likelihood or confidence of
making the target date.

BAP output is the likelihood or confidence of
making the target date.
80% confident = good bet
50% confident = even bet
20% confident = poor bet

Two BAP Examples

BAP is the solution for release planning in
the face of uncertainty
o BAP provides developers and stakeholders with the
range of likely outcomes and their probability
o
o
o

Eliminates surprises
Promotes early remedial action for off-course projects
Creates confidence in planning the business

o BAP encourages developers to capture not only their
“best estimate” but also the range of uncertainty
o
o
o

Represented as triplets of {best case, likely case, worst
case}
Different work items may have very different degrees
of uncertainty
Sophisticated algorithms combine individual story or
epic estimates to model the complete sprint or project

o Even Agile practices are prone to “green-green-red”
syndrome
o
o

Planning is based on the “best estimate” of work
required, but doesn’t allow for uncertainty
Metrics such as burndown or backlog don’t reflect
remaining uncertainty

o BAP reduces risk by managing, not ignoring, the
inherent uncertainty

BAP aligns with the Agile
Manifesto
• Manifesto for Agile Software Development
• We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.
Through this work we have come to value:
over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive
documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

•

That is, while there is value in the items on
the right, we value the items on the left more.

•

Individuals and interactions

•

•

•

•

BAP captures the full range of individual work
estimates, not merely the consensus (central
value)
BAP encourages iterative, convergent
estimating as work progresses and knowledge
increases
BAP fosters transparent communication
between developers and stakeholders and
open discussion about uncertainty
BAP allows teams to explore the implications
of changes to choose the best course
correction

Command and control versus
empowerment
• Command and control:
• You give them detailed
instructions on how to do
their job.
• Workers not responsible for
dealing with change
• Very difficult to respond to
change

• To empower, focus on the
what, not the how?
• Workers are responsible not
for carrying out a task, but for
a delivering some outcome
that adds value.
• You assign what changes
(state transitions) to what
work products

Command and control versus
empowerment
• Command and control:
• You give them detailed
instructions on how to do
their job.
• Workers not responsible for
dealing with change
• Very difficult to respond to
change

• To empower, focus on the
what, not the how?
• Workers are responsible not
for carrying out a task, but for
a delivering some outcome
that adds value.
• You assign what changes
(state transitions) to what
work products

Measure process
adherence
(impedes agility)

Measure
efficiency of
delivering value
(rewards agility)

The agile managers bookshelf
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Larry Apke, Understanding The Agile Manifesto: A Brief & Bold Guide to Agile Amazon Digital
Services, Inc. (2014)
Eric Brechnor, Agile Project Management with Kanban, Microsoft Press, 2015\
Thomas H. Davenport and Jeanne G. Harris, Competing on Analytics: The New Science of Winning,
Harvard Business Review Press (March 6, 2007)
W. Edwards Deming, Out of the Crises, MIT Press, 2000
Norman Fenton and Martin Neil, Risk Assessment and Decision Analysis with Bayesian Networks,
CRC Press, 2013
Douglas Hubbard, How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in Business (3 rd ed),
Wiley, 2014
Edward E. Lawler III, Chris Worley, Jerry Porras, Built to Change: How to Achieve Sustained
Organizational Effectiveness, Jossey-Bass; 1 edition (February 17, 2006)
Angel Medinilla, Agile Management, Springer, 2012
Donald Rienertsen, The Principles of Product Development Flow: Second Generation Lean Product
Development, Celeritas Publishing, 2009
Eric Ries, The Lean Startup, Crown Business, 2011
Mike Rother, James Shook, Learning to See: Value Stream Mapping to Add Value and Eliminate
MUDA, Lean Enterprise Institute, 1999
Jeff Sutherland and J.J. Sutherland, Scrum: The Art of Doing Twice the Work in Half the Time, Crown
Business, 2014
Donald Wheeler, Understanding Variation, SPC Press, 2004
James P. Womack, Daniel Jones, and Daniel Roos, The Machine that changed the World, Free Press,
2007

